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Correction to: Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2012) 132, 2681–2699; doi:10.1038/jid.2012.206; published online 5 July 2012
Following the online publication of this article, the authors noted that a coauthor was unintentionally omitted. Juehua Yu of the
Department of Human Genetics, University of California at Los Angeles, was listed in the acknowledgments, when his
contributions qualified him for authorship on the publication. The complete and correct author names appear above.
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Following the online publication of this article, the authors noted in the abstract that the abbreviation GRHL3 mistakenly appears
as GHRL3. The authors regret the error.
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Following the online publication of this article, the authors noted that Dr Micewicz’s name was misspelled. The complete and
correct author names appear above.
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